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Consistent Conference Themes

• Supporting Rapid Acquisition Through the T&E Lens
  • Strategic Collaboration to Accelerate Acquisition
  • Capabilities-based T&E
  • Role of Modeling & Simulation

• Challenges
  • System of Systems
  • Security
  • Asset Availability
  • Resources
  • Focused Live Testing
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  • Conduct developmental test of the design before ever bending metal

• Established to enable resilient, cost effective war-winning capability, in an accelerated timeline. Typically comprised of following capabilities/components
  • Trade-space analysis, environment representation, collaborative analysis and knowledge management, and capability integration and demonstration

• Enables comprehensive characterization of system design, expected performance, and cost
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• Integral to the DoD’s Tiered Strategy for Modeling and Simulation (M&S) which will link physics based system models with mission level and campaign level models to determine overall effectiveness

• Offers cost effective means to address complexity of system of system architectures and interfaces/ conduct secure system of system assessments/ offers reduced order modeling of supporting campaign assets to offset challenges of availability/ helps determine what specific aspects of the design to prototype and what areas of live testing should to be executed